Red Blood Cell and White Blood Cell Morphology Wall Charts

White Blood Cell Morphology Wall Chart
White blood cell morphologic identification is a critical component of hematology
laboratory practice and is an important diagnostic aid. Maintaining competency and achieving consistent reporting practices are ongoing challenges in this area. This offering provides photomicrographs composed of normal and clinically significant white blood cells. White Blood Cell Morphology Wall chart acts as a quick reference guide while at your microscope.

**Red Blood Cell Morphology Wall Chart**

Red blood cell morphologic identification is a critical component of hematology laboratory practice and is an important diagnostic aid. IQMH’s Red Blood Cell Morphology Kit reviews clinically significant morphologic abnormalities and can assist you in identifying red cell abnormalities.

IQMH’s Red Blood Cell Morphology Wall Chart itemizes clinically significant red cell morphologic abnormalities through an easy-to-use wall chart that can be referenced while you are at your microscope. The chart includes 40 red cell peripheral blood film photomicrographs, each highlighting a red cell abnormality and providing detail on its morphology.

2 Wall charts 40" x 27"
Matte laminated
Shipped in a tube